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chanted with science for science's
might seem well on target in its goal
already clear that their genetic insake. Yet despite the importance
of developing
of
a human cancer vaccine heritance includes the specifications for
the issue, little attention has been
orgiven
other antiviral magic bullet.
a virus; the physical isolation of a
to a uniquely ambitious attemptAlthough
at
this is how the public andhuman-derived virus will not lead to
targeting basic research toward aCongress
spemay see it, the SVCP is held
an understanding of the fundamental
cific goal, the Special Virus Cancer
in rather lower esteem among the sci-aspects of cancer and cell biology,
Program (SVCP) of the National
entific community, particularly bywhich are given less attention by the
Cancer Institute (NCI). The SVCP,
those best qualified to assess the proSVCP.)
now in its eighth year, has from gram's
the
contribution.* "The SVCP has
The success or otherwise of the SVCP
start relied heavily on the planning
been extremely ineffective and maybe is of topical interest not just because
techniques used in space and military
has even had a negative effect," says of the fanfare over the recent human
one distinguished cancer researcher. "I virus claims, but also because of the
programs, and, for a biological undertaking, it has made similarly lavish
hear nothing but complaints about the impending reorganization of the NCI
use of resources. How well has the
SVCP. Its main trouble is that it doesn't
hierarchy caused by the new cancer
SVCP's moonshot approach succeeded
have much of an intellectual base; it
funding. (There are also signs that the
in forcing the pace of scientific
hasadHuebner's enormous energies, one programmatic approach of the SVCP
vance? !
is likely to be extended to other areas
very good person-George TodaroOn the face of things, there has
but most of the contractees are pretty of cancer research-the NCI has let a
been much progress made since 1964, mediocre"-runs the verdict of a well$800,000 contract to a firm of systems
when the SVCP was launched with a
established biologist. An eminent West
analysts to develop a "national cancer
$10 million budget. Much new knowlCoast virologist complains, "The
plan.") The major criticisms made of
edge has been acquired about tumor
the SVCP are that it uses a wasteful
SVCP is a masquerade; they make
viruses and their role in causing can- continuous proclamations of progressmethod of supporting research, allows
cer in animals. Within the last few
too much power to individual scientists
to justify the vast amounts of money
months, the SVCP seems to have
to channel resources in a single direcbeing spent. But the nature of the
come within reach of a major goal, theprogram is that it excludes people whotion, has failed to develop an intellectual
isolation of viruses presumed to cause are highly critical. It has created a
,base for its overall research strategy,
and excludes critics and outside advice.
cancer in man. Discovery of one such kind of stampede in which everyone
The SVCP has its admirers and
virus was announced this July by
* Apart from officials of the SVCP, almost all
SVCP-supported scientists at the M. D.
positive
achievements, but the existscientists interviewed for this article asked that
their names not be mentioned, many citing the
Anderson Institute in Houston, and
ence of criticisms such as these,

two more eurekas were sounded earlier

this month by SVCP teams at the
University of Southern California and

risk of being denied funds, since, as one scientist
said, "the NCI has a history of vindictiveness."

whether justified or not, shows that the
has not won the hearts and

Almost without exception the scientists quoted are
program
both eminent and active in virology or related

fields.

minds of the academic world. Yet the
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Manaker, which in fiscal 1971 congram of the NCI's Office of Viral Ontrolled $10.1 million of the $31.6 milcology,
but the same people, though
have little inkling of the dissidence
in
lion available to the program, and the
the world outside, or at least have
in different capacities, operate both
program and office, and the two solid
are, tumor virus segment chaired by
taken no steps to cope with it. OffiHuebner, which disposed of contracts
for practical purposes, inseparable.
cially, everything is running as smoothThe NCI scientific director for viral
worth $9.6 million. In addition, the
ly as the arrows on the SVCP master
branch chiefs control their in-house reoncology and chairman of the SVCP
plan, an assortment of interconnected
boxes that bear labels such as "decision
is John B. Moloney. Under Moloney search budgets, which in fiscal 1971
amounted to a total of $4 million.
serve three branch chiefs, Robert
point" and "immunological control,"
Manaker, Robert J. Huebner, and
The total amounts controlled by
and which embody the "research logic
George Todaro. The names of the
each branch chief fluctuate quite
flow" for licking cancer.
widely from month to month as conthree branches, which, by and large,
The program was launched in 1964,
differ from one another as much as do
tracts are let, axed, or swapped, but
largely on the strength of the associatheir respective functions, are the viral
a current estimate given by Frank J.
tion then coming to light between the
African cancer known as Burkitt's
biology branch (Manaker), the viral Rauscher, scientific director for etiol-

administrators of the SVCP seem to

branch (Huebner), and
ogy and Moloney's predecessor as
lymphoma and the herpes-type carcinogenesis
virus
head of the SVCP, is that Manaker
the
viral leukemia and lymphoma
named after Epstein and Barr. But
the

controls $9 million, Huebner $7.5 milbranch (Todaro). The three branches
methodology and intellectual approach
of the program, which until 1969conduct
was some in-house research, which lion, and Todaro $6 million. Probably
is distinct in theory but not in prac- few individuals in the history of biocalled the Special Virus Leukemia
tice from the extramural research sup- logical research have had such unProgram, was inherited from the NCI's
ported by the SVCP. In fact, a fair fettered control over so much money.
chemotherapy program. With the unfraction of SVCP funds are used to
The unusual power wielded by the
written motto "Nothing too stupid to

three branches is one focus for critisupport industrial laboratories that
test," the chemotherapy program has
serve simply as extensions of the
cism from the academic community;
branch chiefs' in-house research facilibut the strongest objections are to the
1955 in the search for a magic bullet
ties. These sums seem to amount to
contract mechanism of supporting reagainst cancer, yet has managed to
about $5.5 million for Huebner's
search and what is perceived as the
miss discovering many of the more
laboratories, $1.8 million for Todaro's,
program's insulation from outside aduseful anticancer agents in current
use. Nevertheless, NCI officials deand none for Manaker's. The purpose
vice. "They have purposely isolated
themselves
from the scientific commuopcided to model other aspects of cancerof this arrangement is to provide
nity because they have been so much
research on the chemotherapy pro-erational flexibility and avoid the
on the defensive," says a virologist
gram, and since the contract mechan-restrictions on NIH hiring.
ism was an essential feature of the
The SVCP is divided into eight seg- acquainted with NIH affairs. Accordments, each of which is supposed to ing to a scientist on contract to the
planned approach-how else can a
have a specific research objective. Each SVCP, "The program is structurally
planner be sure of finding others to
follow his ideas?-contracts were built
segment is presided over by a chair- not open. The methods by which deciman and advisory working panel that sions are made are designed to coninto the ground plan of the cancer
reviews contracts. Contracts are divirus program.
centrate power within the SVCP." Alrectly supervised by project officers,
though all contracts awarded by the
The budget of the SVCP had
but a segment chairman may actSVCP
as are reviewed by the segment
climbed to $36 million by fiscal 1971,
for
working
groups, on which outside sciaccounting for nearly two-thirdshis
of own project officer, particularly
contracts that are extensions of his
the funds available to the NCI's etiolentists are represented, these commitin-house research. The largest oftees
theare said to function as rubber
ogy division, and this year's budget for
stamps for decisions already made by
eight SVCP segments are the developSVCP is $49 million. Formally, the
SVCP
mental research segment chaired
by administrators.
SVCP is the extramural research pro-

handed out some $330 million since

John B. Moloney

Robert A. Manaker

Robert J. Huebner George J. Todaro, Jr.
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Almost universal is the criticism
they consider to be the waste and poor His contracts are a hodgepodge-if
quality
that, for lack of outside advice and
the of much contract research. The they interconnect, no one has ever
seen the interconnection." The same
standard of SVCP contracts seems to
checks and balances that govern other
adds: "The bulk of the prohave improved markedly in thescientist
last
research programs, the principal officers of the SVCP have too much
gram is still a bunch of really worthless
few years-many eminent virologists
junk, such as injecting monkeys with
now have contracts with the program
power. "I feel enormous uneasiness
God knows
it probably no longer happens
about the power the branch -and
chiefs

what and other holdovers

from the early days of the program."
that applications considered not worthy
wield," says a virologist under contract
As far as this reporter has been able
of
support
by
the
NIH
virology
studies
to the SVCP. "It's just plain wrong. If
to discern, there are, in effect, two difsection receive SVCP support. But
some check cannot be put on them,
ferent SVCP's, neither of which has
many of the 120 contracts currently
then we are going to see an incredible
let by the SVCP still arouse less than very much to do with the other except
fiasco should their judgment prove
for the sharing of resources. Both prowrong." Huebner, Todaro, and Mana-unanimous enthusiasm.
grams have their good points, but both
ker each control sums of money that
Three Look-alike Branches

are probably the worse off for being
largely closed to genuine outside reof by the entire NIH virology study
section in fiscal 1971.
view.
inside? To the untutored eye there
is One program is that adminislittle difference in the character of the
tered by Huebner and Todaro, both of
Almost all research supported by
whom actively participate in the recontracts controlled by the three
the NIH is financed by grants, which
equal or exceed the $6 million disposed

are allocated by a system of peer review and are not tied down to specific

How does the SVCP look from the

branch chiefs, and everyone concerned search they direct and have clear ideas
gives slightly different answers. Ac- of the direction in which they wish the

objectives. By contrast, the SVCP dis- cording to Rauscher, Manaker looks program to go. ("The SVCP is how I
after resources and research on herpes- feel about cancer," says Huebner.) The
type viruses, Todaro is concerned with other program is that directed by the
contracts, which are not subject to
peer review. This applies not only tothe molecular biology of C-type vi- scientist-administrators such as
Rauscher (when he was chairman),
clearly definable projects such as theruses, and Huebner's interests are in
Moloney,
and Manaker. All three are
viral
serology,
epidemiology,
and
preparation of viruses or the collection
of human tissue specimens, but also to chemical-viral cocarcinogenesis. Ac- distinguished scientists, though none is
research work that, in many instances,cording to Manaker, "My segment is still active in the laboratory as are
is no different in kind from that sup-tapered towards investigations involv- Huebner and Todaro.
Indications that the two camps oping specifically human problems.
ported by the grant system. The
SVCP's exclusive reliance on contracts
Huebner started off with DNA viruses, erate largely independently are not
hard to find. The three recent claims
then shifted to RNA viruses and has
is considered one of its more unpopto have found candidate human viular features in the academic world.
spent a considerable amount of his
are a case in point. The canditime looking at the natural historyruses
of
One virologist explains, "Most of the
human cancer virus announced in
cancer." Huebner's perspective is date
that
people making the top decisions at the
he and Todaro do not do the same
July this year was discovered in the
SVCP are not top scientists. They are
laboratory of one of Manaker's conthings but "leapfrog" each other;
allocating enormous amounts of money
Manaker is responsible "for herpes, tractors, Leon Dmochowski of the M.
on the basis of relatively little knowlfor
edge. But to make scientific decisions a lot of resources, and for Spiegel- D. Anderson Institute in Houston (the
man." Todaro says that his program Institute's contract is at present $600,of this nature is a complicated and
chancy business. The reason why the puts more emphasis on basic molecular 000 a year; since 1965 it has received
peer review system grew up is that no biology than the other branches do. some $2.7 million from the SVCP).
one individual can make these deciHe denies that there is any duplication Whereupon laboratories in the Huebbetween his program and Huebner's- ner-Todaro program quickly proved
sions intelligently."
"Huebner and I do in practice coordi- to their own satisfaction that the
Academic scientists point out that
most of the important discoveriesnate
in our work, and if there is any com- virus was in fact a mouse virus that
petition with Huebner's branch it is ahad contaminated the cell culture.
cancer virology made in recent years
have come from scientists working on
very healthy one." Another opinion, (Independent tests now make this vergiven by a scientist close to Huebner's dict rather less certain.) Huebner is
grants, not SVCP contracts. "If you
delete most of the work financed unpart of the program, is this: "There is said to have obtained samples of the
der contract to the SVCP, we would
hardly any difference in subject matter Dmochowski virus after writing a
memorandum to Carl Baker, director
be almost as far along the road as we between the three chiefs. You might
are now," is the verdict of one wellof the NCI, urging that, because of
say Manaker was more into herpes,
the numbers of people dying daily of
known virologist. "There have been but it isn't really true. The real difcancer and the research funds being
ference is one of style. Huebner feels
lots of advances lately, but I don't
know if I could assign any of them to that scientific input should come from expended thereon, Dmochowski not be
this particular program," says a scien- in-house, meaning largely him, and he allowed to sit on his virus. Earlier this
month, scientists at the University of
tist intimately acquainted with the pro- is exceptionally good at suggesting
Southern California medical school,
gram's affairs. Another intimate of the ideas for people to do and at seeing
which holds a $1,600,000 contract
SVCP concludes that nothing done on that his contractors communicate with
contract could not have been done on
each other. So his segment is reallyfrom Huebner, annourced that they
had released a candidate human virus
rather well controlled. Manaker manresearch grants at one-sixth to onetenth of the cost,
after growing human cancer cells in
ages contracts where no particular
scientific input is required from him. cats. Scientists in the other camp
Many outside scientists criticize what
tributes all its monies in the form of
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Another awkward feature of the
members
from the NCI staff and half
naturally
naturally
refer
refer
to the
to USC
the virus
USC as
virus
a
as a
working panels as founts of independent
cat
catvirus,
virus,
butbut
more
more
serious
serious
evidence
evidence
of
from
of outside, but in practice it is almost impossible for the outside scien-advice is the practice of having conrivalry
rivalrywas
was
a second
a second
claimclaim
to have
to have

discovered a human virus, announced

tists to vote down a contract of which

tractors as panel members. Asked how

simultaneously and in direct reaction they disapprove. According to one panelpanel members were selected, Rauscher
member, whose account is confirmed bytold Science that Huebner, for example,
to the USC claim by scientists at
Georgetown University under contract a second member of the same panel, will ask his panel members to suggest
to another segment chairman, W. Ray the voting procedure on contracts is thatnames of outside scientists, which are
Bryan. (Both claims were announced a favorable vote may be given without then submitted for approval first to Mobefore appearing in the scientific litera-explanation, an abstention counts with loney, then to Rauscher, and finally

ture.) Although it would doubtless bethe majority (in effect, as an affirmative to Baker. The membership of Huebinapposite for SVCP management to vote), but negative votes must be jus-ner's working panel, as approved by
try to control the release of informa- tified in writing. Since materials relatingMoloney, Rauscher, and Baker, is as
tion by their contractors, closer co- to a contract are often distributed only follows: Maurice Green, St. Louis Uniordination between the two rival camps on the morning of the panel's meeting,versity, holder of a $750,000 contract

members have to read and listen simulfrom Huebner's segment; Leonard Hayflick, Stanford University, holder of a
taneously; thus, the segment chairman,
mum criteria for announcing a human
cancer virus.
who can usually count on the votes of $175,000 contract from Huebner's segA more serious lack of management the NCI members, is rarely overruled. ment; Karl Hellstrom, University of
control is evident in the segment work-"The outside consultants are likely to Washington, holder of an $83,000 contract from Huebner's segment; Edwin
ing panels that are supposed to review end up approving things after the fact,"
all SVCP contracts. Rauscher and Mosays a former panel member, who indi-Lennette, California Department of
cates that most of the decisions on conPublic Health, holder of a $33,000 conloney point to the existence of these
tracts are taken by segment chairmen tract from Huebner's segment; Hans
panels as evidence of outside review.
Meier, Jackson Laboratories, holder of
before the working panel meets.
Most of the panels draw half of their
could at least establish a set of mini-

Briefing

employment and to strive for a

As president-elect,
president-elect,Nixon
Nixonsays
sayshe
he

stronger voice for bench scientists in intends
intends to
to begin
begin prodding
proddingthe
thesociety
society
and
and its
its staff
staff into
intomaking
making"selective
"selective
corporate personnel policies.
contacts" with
with state
stateand
andfederal
federallegislegis"There's a fairly broad feeling, andcontacts"
lators
lators
to
to
encourage
encourage
the
the
flow
flow
of
of
money
money
not
only
among
chemists,
that
comChemists Pick Nixon
into job
job and
and other
otherrelief
reliefprograms
programsfor
for
panies have almost completely washed into
Alan C.
C. Nixon,
Nixon, the
the maverick
maverick chemist
chemist
out-of-work chemists.
chemists.He
Hesays
sayshe
he
their hands of responsibility for tech- out-of-work
doesn't want
want the
the ACS
ACSto
toengage
engageinina a
nical employees," Nixon says. "Indus-doesn't
from Berkeley
Berkeley who
who wants
wants the
the American
American
"large lobbying
lobbying effort,"
effort,"but
buthe
hethinks
thinks
try doesn't talk to technical employees "large
Chemical
Chemical Society
Society to
to take
take aa more
moreactive
active
that aa shift
shift of
of 55 percent
percentof
ofits
itsbudget,
budget,
interest
interest in
in its
its members'
members' livelihood,
livelihood,has
has
as they do to hourly, unionized em- that
about $1.5
$1.5 million,
million,into
intovarious
variousproproployees. But why should we be treated or about
won the
the presidency
presidency of
of the
the 110,000110,000fessional
fessional activities
activitieswould
wouldbe
beappropriappropridifferently?"
member
member ACS
ACS by
by aa lopsided
lopsided margin.
margin.
ate.
As president-elect,
president-elect, Nixon
Nixon will
will not
nottake
take He obviously struck an appealing
Later on, he said, he will work to
chord. A record 44,300 ACS members
office until 1973. But next month he

sent mail ballots into the society's
joins the society's board of directors
Washington headquarters in November. Nixon snared just under half the
board for the next 3 years.

foster new and more comprehensive

and will remain on the influential

working agreements between chemists

total votes, with the remainder divided
A genial man of 63, Nixon has spent
about evenly between the two frontnearly his entire career as a researcher
and a research supervisor for therunning
Shell candidates, William A. Mosher

"more than protect patent rights." He

of the University of Delaware and
Development Company near Berkeley.

He left Shell in 1970 and is now a

George S. Hammond of Caltech.

The ACS now devotes most of its

consultant.

and their corporate employers to do
has also expressed an interest in limiting the number of chemists in the

nation, perhaps, if necessary, by instituting a system of professional licensing and by controlling the number of

licenses.
money and energy to publishing
"My election is certainly no reason
Nixon broke society tradition and cam- books, journals, and Chemical Ab-

As a dark-horse candidate last fall,

of the society's 'establishment' to
paigned vigorously for its presidency stracts, and to running a variety for
stand up and cheer," he admits. "I'm
(Science, 24 Sept.). Backed by a small educational programs in chemistry.
obviously not a typical president-elect,
Over the past 2 years, the society has
organization called the "Chemical
and my views differ from others the
Grassroots," he distributed campaignalso taken a new interest in employeeACS has had. But I'm not advocating
leaflets and toured nearly a third ofemployer relationships and, as one
that we tear down the society's eduthe society's 174 local sections. Alongmeasure of this interest, is currently
cational and scientific arms. I simply
the way he built a platform on whatspending an average of $500 for
want to step up our professional activhe saw as the professional needs of each jobless member who seeks help
ities. I think our board understands
chemists caught in a national economic in finding work. But these stirrings have
that this is what the members want."
recession-the need for organizations not been vigorous enough to satisfy
-R.G.
like the ACS to work to alleviate unAlan Nixon and his supporters.
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a $299,000 contract from Huebner's
(neither of whom was on SVCP funds
because he has a very good intuition,
segment; Joseph Melnick, Baylor Uni- which is important in science," this
at the time, though the program supversity, holder of an $800,000 contractcritic adds.
plied Baltimore with virus) and the
from Manaker's segment; and two NCI
The disadvantage of Huebner's dual
group-specific antigens of C-type (gs)
staff members. The panel's one inde- role as scientist and administrator is
viruses first discovered by Huebner and
pendent voice is Wallace P. Rowe of
that he is put in the position of awardcolleagues in 1964.
the National Institute of Allergy and ing or denying research support in
a
Huebner
states that the pace of disInfectious Diseases.
field in which he has an active personal
covery is proceeding "10 to 20 times
The free-for-all over the candidate
faster than it would without the SVCP."
interest. He and Todaro are felt by
many
human cancer viruses and the setup
of scientists involved in the SVCP In fact, it is probably too early to say
be more concerned with the success
the segment working panels raisestothe
whether the hectic pace imposed by
of their own research interests than with
Huebner's methods of massed laboraquestion of who runs the SVCP. Several
the welfare of the program as a whole.tory attack on a problem will really
sources state that Moloney, the formal

"Huebner is very active at trying to speed solutions to basic problems. For
head of the program, cannot control
get the best part of every pie. I haveexample, he and other SVCP officials
lationship with Baker; Moloney does heard
the him pooh-pooh things simply claim that as a result of SVCP emphabecause they weren't part of his pro-sis, "The reverse transcriptase story is
best he can within the rules set by Baker,
worked out to an extent that would have
gram,"
says one SVCP contractor.
these sources say. In fact, there may
be
Many virologists are alarmed at thetaken 10 years under the grant prosome advantage in the diversity allowed
"unidirectional" approach of the SVCP,
by the lack of central control. Scientists
gram." But scientists outside the proat least the Huebner-Todaro part of
in the Huebner-Todaro camp like toor
degram are not so sure. Rauscher proudly
claims that the SVCP made available
it, which seems designed almost expict the Manaker-Moloney-Rauscher
$4.5 million of virus for researchers
clusively
to
provide
support
for
the
part of the program-called for convenience the administrators' SVC'P-as a
oncogene theory, a set of ideas thatstudying the enzyme. "It was because of
been vigorously espoused by
ragbag of unproductive contracts have
based
this that all this terrible work appeared
Huebner.
on outmoded approaches. This is closer
in the last year," says a scientist promThe publicity-tinged style of Huebto parody than truth; the administrative
inent in the reverse transcriptase field.
ner's
part of the program may not have
theoperation, his practice of signingSeveral virologists believe that under a
same drive and sense of direction as the
papers written by contractors in fargrant program the reverse transcriptase
distant laboratories (in fact contractwould have unfolded at a slower but
Huebner-Todaro part, but the average
standard of its contracts has in the last
ing scientists tend to add Huebner's sounder pace. There seems to be greater
name to their papers on a Herr Profes2 years improved considerably, scienconsensus that Huebner's fantastically
sor basis, and Huebner does often contists both within and outside the proexpensive work on viral gs antigenstribute significant ideas), a recent inci- to make 1 gram of antigen, which is
gram say. This is partly because of the
dent in which scientists in Huebner's
scarcity of funds from other sources,
enough to raise antibodies in ten guinea
camp (Todaro and Aaronson) risked
partly because of deliberate efforts to
pigs, costs about $1 million-would
depriving another scientist (Rowe) of stand little chance of being funded unrecruit good scientists by Moloney,
priority for an important technique, and der a grant program and is a plus for
Manaker, and a member of Manaker's
staff, Timothy E. O'Connor. Manaker's indeed the general style of Huebner's the contract mechanism.
contracts now include a number of disoperation, have all engendered a certain
As for the administrators' part of the
sourness toward the SVCP in academic
tinguished scientists such as the group
SVCP, there have certainly been succircles. Much of the hostility caused
under J. Thomas August at the Albert
cesses in the past, notably the farEinstein College of Medicine ($498,-by Huebner's domination tends to fall, sighted provision for mass producing
unfairly, on the heads of the other ad- viruses before the research demand
000), the Hanafusa team at the Public
Health Research Institute of the City ministrators. "The real culprit for all developed. The SVCP supported the
of New York ($159,000), George Klein this is Baker," says one scientist con- work of the Henles on EB virus and
Huebner because of Huebner's close re-

at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm

nected with the program.

($73,000), Fred Rapp at Pennsylvania
State University ($292,000), and Sol
Spiegelman at Columbia University

Pace of Discovery

mononucleosis, and SVCP contractors

(including Huebner before he joined

the program) helped to largely rule out
The flair of the Huebner-Todaro ap- DNA viruses, such as the 31 adenoproach offers a viable and probably nec- viruses (which are oncogenic in ani($800,000).
The contracts under Huebner differ
essary alternative to the less dirigiste mals), as causes of cancer in man. Bepart of the program controlled by the cause of SVCP support, the number of
from Manaker's in that many of them
viruses known to cause cancer in aniadministrators. Nevertheless, it seems
are viewed by Huebner simply as extensions of his in-house laboratories.
open to question, certainly by the aca- mals now totals more than 100. Yet
demic community, as to exactly what apart from the SVCP's provision of reThe unusual arrangement of Huebner
the
sources, academic critics of the SVCP
acting both as an administrator and
asSVCP has achieved that could not
have been done equally well by the
an active scientist is a mixed blessing.
are not obviously wrong in claiming
On the credit side is that he is well
grant program. Two lines of research
that nearly all of these advances could
regarded in both roles. "The real
which the Huebner-Todaro part of the have been supported more efficiently on
program has backed heavily in the last grants instead of the despised contract
trouble with the program is that it has
year and a half are work on the reverse mechanism.
only on Huebner, not five or six," says
a prominent critic of the SVCP. "Huebtranscriptase enzyme possessed by RNA
Administrators of the SVCP, such as
ner's contracts have been more successtumor viruses, which was discovered by Moloney, Rauscher, and Gio B. Gori,
Howard
ful because he is a good manager and

Temin and David Baltimore

Rauscher's planning director, tend to
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discount all outside dissatisfaction with

cell biology,
biology, are
are approaches
approachesthat
that
five phases and
and three
three subphases.
subphases.basic
The
The cell

seem politically
politically foreclosed.
foreclosed. Says
Saysaaviviwhich are
are regarded
regarded as
as aa harmharmthe SVCP by attacking the motives of charts, which

rologist
rologist close
close to
to the
the SVCP,
SVCP, "The
"TheNIH
NIH
less absurdity
absurdity by
by the
the active
active scientists
scientists
their critics. Certainly the academic
heads
have tried
tried so
so hard
hard to
to persuade
persuade
in the program,
program, are
are symptomatic
symptomatic
of
of have
community harbors no natural liking

the NCI administrators' divorce from
Congress
Congress that
that everything
everything was
was ready,
ready,they
they
for the contract mechanism and planned
are not
not now
now in
in aa position
position to
to take
takethe
the
reality, of their failure to provide scienresearch of the type represented by the
long-term
long-term view."
view." The
The moonshot
moonshotdesign
design
SVCP. But instead of trying to countertific direction for the SVCP, and to
of the
the SVCP
SVCP was
was from
from the
the start
startaagamgamstraighten out its organizational confuthe antipathy by exposing the program
sion. But to let outside air into the
to outside advice, the higher echelons

ble that
that cancer
cancer would
would prove
prove to
to have
haveaa

short-term
short-term solution,
solution, in
in the
the form
formof
ofaa
of the SVCP hierarchy seem instead toSVCP, to switch some of the researchviral cause and a vaccine cure. But
have retreated to a closed world of
type contracts over to a grant mechanism, to start a sensible training many
pro- biologists believe a longer-term
charts and systems analyses, where
view
and to switch more resources
to is necessary.-NICHOLAS WADE
cancer vaccines can be developedgram,
in

search
searchat
atall-and
all-and
for
for
years
years
Chile
Chile
has has

Chile:
Chile:Trying
Trying
to to
Cultivate
Cultivate
Small
Small
Base of Technical Excellence
Chileans.
Santiago, Chile.
Chile. A
A successful
successful candicandi- There is also a need to in-

depended
dependedon
onthe
the
international
international
communcommunity,
ity, through
throughU.N.
U.N.
agencies
agencies
or bilateral
or bilateral
agreements,
agreements,totoprovide
provide
funds
funds
for for
techtech-

nological
nologicaldevelopment.
development.
TheThe
result
result
has has

been
been to
toprovide
provide
Chile
Chile
with
with
a small
a small
corecore
of technical institutes that can, in
principle at least, carry out their own

development programs. All too often,

however, these institutes have failed to
make the transition from United Nations
crease
date for the Chilean
Chilean presidency
presidency in
in
the
the the efficiency of manufacturing
industry, but in a way that does development
not
programs (UNDP) to full1930's stood on
on the
the simple
simple platform,
platform,
reduce employment opportunities. Sofledged national laboratories once the
"Bread, a Roof,
Roof, and
and Shelter."
Shelter." President
President
cialist Chile, with 150,000 people technical
out
Allende's manifesto
manifesto in
in last
last September's
September's
assistants have pulled out. The
of work, has little need of technology
confusions of politics, the difficulties of
election was la
la good
good deal
deal more
more complex
complex
that increases production only atsupplying
the
manpower, the simple failure
than that, but
but the
the issues
issues for
for the
the majority
majority
cost To
of
of will-all have something to do with
of people in Chile
Chile remain
remain simple.
simple.
Tojobs.

These aims are easily jotted down,
this. Furthermore, it is by no means
an- yet that Chileans recognize the
blessed with all the advantages-good but putting them into practice iscertain
importance of supporting the few cenclimate, fertile soil, and at least someother matter. Chile's universities tend
ters of technical competence the counof the comforts of modern technology. to concentrate on pure science, little

the casual visitor, Chile is a country

In the pleasant suburbs of Santiago, it
is not too difficult to forget the submerged mass of the people, those who
voted for bread and shelter in the
1930's and for Salvador Allende in

of which is likely to be relevant to the
try possesses.

needs of an underdeveloped country. Chile's major technical institute, the
Chile is an important center for reInstitute Technologica (INTECH) was

search in -optical astronomy because set
of up by CORFO, the country's develthe exceptional viewing conditions opment
in
corporation, in 1968. The origithe coastal mountains of the north.
1970.
nal concept for the institute, which has
obChile's needs in science and technol- There are four major international
laboratories
in a beautiful setting in
servatories in the Chilean Andes, and
the foothills near Santiago, was to carry
ogy reflect the political realities more
three big telescopes are under construc- out research for industry under conclosely than is the case in many develBut as Ibasic science, astronomy tract. But industries that do no research
oped countries. One can produce tion.
a
does
not
contribute significantly to the themselves are usually unwilling to pay
science policy simply from the balance
country's
technological development or anyone else for doing it for them, and
sheet of foreign trade. For years Chile

to employment. The United States is more than 90 percent of INTECH's
has had to import food. Despite the

participating minimally in Chile's tech- funds (now $1.1 million a year) have
fertile central region, large numbers of
nological development; it has no formal, come directly from CORFO. INTECH
her 9.5 million people are, by any
bilateral
scientific agreement with Chile now employs 120 people, 70 of them
standards, underfed. The need to increase Chile's !domestic production of such as the one recently concluded with professionals, and is expanding rapidly,
food is now urgent, since foreign ex- Brazil and the one soon to be signed with with laboratories, pilot plants, and new
change is short, the external debt needs Argentina. The National Academy of buildings going up next year.
Like other branches of the Chilean
refinancing, and wage increases have Sciences has been conducting workshop

government since the Allende victory
sent many of the poor clamoring for a discussions between U.S. and Chilean
scientists on how to coordinate scienlast year, INTECH still seems to be
better diet. On the other side of the
seeking an identity. In true Chilean
ledger, it is important to increase cop- tific work with government planning,
fashion,
almost all of the senior offibut
these
are
not
seen
as
a
prelude
to
per exports, which make up more than
cials
were
replaced after the election
any
new
cooperative
programs.
80 percent of Chile's foreign exchange
last year, and the result has been conearnings and which are now for the There is almost no domestically infusion. Astonishing as it may seem, the
first time entirely in the control of spired technology-industry does no re1311
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